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Abstract: Against the backdrop of intensified global warming, extreme weather events such as dense
fog, low visibility, heavy precipitation, and extreme temperatures have been increased and enhanced
to a great extent. They are likely to pose severe threats to the operation of urban transportation and
associated services, which has drawn much attention in recent decades. However, there are still plenty
of issues to be resolved in improving the emergency meteorological services and developing targeted
urban transportation meteorological services in modern cities. The present review briefly illustrates
the current cutting-edge developments and trends in the field of urban transportation meteorology in
China, including the establishment of observation networks and experiments and the development of
early warning and prediction technologies, as well as the related meteorological commercial services.
Meanwhile, reflections and discussions are provided in terms of the state-of-the-art observation
channels and methods and the application of numerical model forecasts and artificial intelligence.
With the advantages of various advanced technologies from multiple aspects, researchers could
further expand explorations on urban transportation meteorological observations, forecasts, early
warnings, and services. Associated theoretical studies and practical investigations are also to be
carried out to provide solid scientific foundations for urban transportation disaster prevention and
mitigation, for implementing the action of meteorological guarantees, and for the construction of
a high-quality smart society.

Keywords: urban meteorology; transportation meteorology; observation; forecast; early warning;
review; China

1. Introduction

In the context of the accelerated development of state-of-the-art information technolo-
gies, the smart city is a new urban development model that fully utilizes cloud computing,
Internet of Things, and other innovative technological means to make intelligent responses
to various demands for public services, social management, industrial operations, and
other activities [1]. Transportation is one of the basic and strategic industries of the national
economy in China, providing crucial support for cities’ sustainable development [2]. There-
fore, smart transportation is considered a priority area for the construction of smart cities
and smart countries, of which the meteorological service is an inseparable part [3].

In fact, meteorology is one of the key factors affecting the safety and operation of
urban transportation [4]. Taking China as an example, frequently occurring weather
disasters tend to induce serious traffic accidents or blockages and to causes damage to traffic
facilities. This is likely to generate severe threats to the safety and property of humans,
as well as social and economic development. Meanwhile, changes in meteorological
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conditions would have an impact on the vehicle itself, the road conditions, the driver’s
judgment, and their responsiveness in the driving process, as well as the vehicle’s interior
environment. Moreover, different meteorological conditions may have different impacts on
transportation. Compared with highways, although urban transportation is characterized
by generally lower speeds of vehicles, it is confronted with a larger flow, more pedestrians,
and more complex road conditions. Therefore, the impacts of meteorological conditions on
urban roads and vehicle travel, as well as other traffic channels such as subways, are still
significant and should not be ignored.

For instance, on 21 July 2012, Beijing suffered one of the most severe rainstorms in
local history [5], causing the urban transportation system to be almost paralyzed. In total,
95 roads in the urban area were cut off due to the heavy precipitation. Severe waterlogging
and circuit breakage brought huge losses to the citizens’ lives and property, with at least
79 deaths and 1.84 billion dollars in economic losses [6]. More recently, in 2021, the
Zhengzhou 7·20 (20 July) torrential rain event registered a record hourly precipitation
rate of 201.9 mm and the 24-h precipitation reached 624.1 mm [7]. The disaster led to
serious water accumulation in the Wulongkou Parking Lot of Zhengzhou Metro Line 5
and the surrounding area, causing one metro operating train to stop in the section ahead
of this and resulting in the deaths of 14 passengers. Moreover, a number of facilities
and equipment were damaged, and the entire network of the Zhengzhou subway was
forced to shut down for more than 50 days. Therefore, it is certainly necessary to carry out
real-time monitoring, early warning, and forecasting studies and focus on the services of
urban transportation meteorology. Effective predictions of the meteorological impacts on
urban transportation contribute to the development of effective measures of transportation
management regarding safety and smoothness, disaster prevention, and impact mitigation
in advance.

From the perspective of national policies, taking China as an example, the China
Meteorological Administration (CMA) released the “Action Plan for the Development of
Smart Meteorological Services (2019–2023)” in 2018 [8], making “the demonstration of
smart traffic meteorological services” one of the key assignments to adapt to the high-
quality construction of meteorological modernization and to improve the intelligence of
meteorological services. In terms of the urban transportation meteorology, further integra-
tions of road monitoring, intelligent grid forecasts, traffic management, map navigation,
and other associated elements are required to establish impact-based urban transportation
meteorological service models and indicators. On this basis, the business capability could
be improved to identify the risks of road sections and transportation safety levels affected
by severe weather.

Subsequently, in November 2021, the CMA, together with the China Ministry of Public
Security, the China Ministry of Transport, the China State Railway Administration, and the
China State Post Bureau, jointly formulated the “14th Five-Year Plan for Transportation
Meteorological Safeguard” [9]. It points out the current state, where (1) the construction
of a transportation meteorological monitoring station network has been taking shape;
(2) the business services of transportation meteorological forecasting and early warning
are developing rapidly, and (3) the cooperation mechanisms among multiple departments
have been basically formed. However, there are still issues waiting to be resolved, such
as (1) the pertinence of the transportation meteorological service needs to be strength-
ened and (2) the information fusion of transportation and meteorology has not yet been
analyzed in depth. Correspondingly, the goals of (1) developing digital transportation
meteorological forecast products based on intelligent grid forecasts and (2) developing tech-
nologies for transportation meteorological forecasting and early warning are proposed to
promote transportation meteorology innovation and to create a high-quality transportation
meteorological service system.

Moreover, in May 2022, to optimize the supply of high-quality meteorological services
for the social economy, the China State Council issued the “Outlines for High-quality
Meteorological Development (2022–2035)” [10], which specifically refines the important
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role of the meteorological service in the transportation industry, especially in the urban area.
It requires the further implementation of a meteorological safeguard for the construction of
a strong transportation system; the exploration of a modern, comprehensive transportation
meteorological service platform; the strengthening of the transportation meteorological
monitoring, forecasting, and early warning capabilities, and finally the construction of
a smart system of urban transportation meteorological services.

In recent decades, with the rapid development of the social economy and urbanization,
the rising demand for urban meteorological services has posed new challenges for profes-
sional meteorological fields. It is also expected to accelerate the deepening and expanding
processes of these fields, such as urban transportation meteorology. In fact, in the context
of intensified global warming, extreme meteorological events occur from time to time and
are likely to become increasingly frequent, including dense fog, low visibility, heavy precip-
itation, extreme temperatures, and other analogous phenomena [11–14], which pose severe
threats to the operation of urban transportation and associated services. Currently, there are
still many issues to be resolved in improving the emergency meteorological services and
developing targeted urban transportation meteorological services in modern cities. The
study of urban transportation meteorological monitoring, early warning, and forecasting is
of great scientific significance and application value in dealing with weather disasters, the
rational planning of urban facilities, and the improvement of urban operating quality.

The present paper briefly reviews the current cutting-edge developments and trends in
the field of urban transportation meteorology, especially in China, including the establish-
ment of observation networks and experiments in Section 2 and the development of early
warning and prediction technologies in Section 3. Meanwhile, Section 4 describes the related
meteorological commercial services. Finally, reflections and discussions are provided in
Section 5 in terms of the state-of-the-art observation channels and methods, the application
of numerical model forecasts, and artificial intelligence. These are to contribute to a scientific
basis and reference towards the operational urban transportation meteorological safeguard
and urban transportation disaster prevention and mitigation in China.

2. Urban Transportation Meteorological Observation
2.1. Urban Meteorological Observation Network

Since the beginning of the 21st century, European and American countries, as well as
Japan, have carried out meteorological observation experiments for urban areas. Among
them, short-term observation experiments on various factors, such as near-surface turbu-
lence, the vertical structure of the urban boundary layer, and the traceability and dispersion
of air pollution are mostly implemented for periods of within one year. Selected examples
are provided in Table 1 and are briefly described in the following paragraphs. On the other
hand, there are also several long-term observation experiments lasting for longer than this
(Table 2). Such observations are effectively utilized not only to reveal the characteristics
of the urban atmosphere but also to validate and promote the development of numerical
models. Various data based on these urban observation networks could be produced for
research institutions and the public.

Table 1. Short-term urban meteorological observation experiments.

Name Country Time Content

URBAN 2000 [15] USA October 2000 Tracer and meteorological field.

Joint Urban [16] USA July 2003

Tracer, dispersion,
meteorological field, boundary
layer structure, and urban
energy balance.

Pentagon Shield [17] USA 2004
Boundary layer thermal
structure, wind field, tracer, and
dispersion.
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Table 1. Cont.

Name Country Time Content

Madison Square
Garden [18] USA 2004 Wind field, tracer, and dispersion.

HEAT [19] USA 2005 Air pollution, meteorological field,
convective and mesoscale process.

ESCOMPTE [20] France July–September 2005

Dispersion, air pollution,
meteorological field, boundary
layer structure, and urban
energy balance.

CAPITOUL [21] France June–July 2001

Tracer, dispersion, air pollution,
meteorological field, boundary
layer structure, and urban
energy balance.

DAPPLE [22] UK February 2004 Tracer, dispersion, air pollution,
and meteorological field.

REPARTEE [23] UK February 2005
Tracer, dispersion, air pollution,
meteorological field, and
boundary layer structure.

ClearfLo [24] UK May 2002

Air pollution, meteorology field,
boundary layer structure, urban
energy balance, and mesoscale
process.

BUBBLE [25] Switzerland July 2006

Tracer, dispersion,
meteorological field, boundary
layer structure, and urban
energy balance.

TOMACS [26] Japan October 2006 Meteorological field, convective
and mesoscale process.

Table 2. Long-term urban meteorological observation experiments.

Name Country Time Content

NYC mesonet [27] USA 2003–present Meteorological field, convective
and mesoscale process.

DCNet [27] USA 2003–present Tracer and dispersion.

Helsinki Testbed [28] Finland 2005–present
Dispersion, meteorological field,
boundary layer structure,
convective and mesoscale process.

METROS [29] Japan 2002–2005 Boundary layer structure,
convective and mesoscale process.

SUIMON [30] China 2000–present
Air pollution, meteorological field,
BL structure, urban energy balance,
convective and mesoscale process.

In October 2000, the URBAN 2000 project [15] conducted several field experiments in
Salt Lake City, which investigated the transportation and diffusion around a single down-
town building, through the downtown area, and into the greater urban area. Moreover,
meteorological measurements were conducted, including temperature and the 2D/3D wind
field across the urban area. One mobile van was utilized to measure net radiation, sensible
heat flux, and three levels of temperature to 18 m AGL. The project aims to evaluate and
improve the hierarchy of atmospheric models being developed for simulating toxic agent
dispersal from potential terrorist activities in urban environments. In the following Joint
Urban 2003 project conducted in Oklahoma City [16], remote sensing instruments were
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used (radar profilers, lidars, sodars) to form a dense network. The network continuously
measures the detailed wind and turbulence characteristics of the urban atmosphere from
the ground through several kilometers above the ground, which lasts over one month.
Another difference between URBAN 2000 and Joint Urban 2003 is that the former focuses
on the urban nocturnal boundary layer (stable to neutral atmospheric conditions), while
the latter focuses on the urban daytime boundary layer (neutral to unstable).

With a distinct perspective, the Pentagon Shield field program was implemented from
9 April to 16 May 2004 in Washington, D.C. [17]. It focuses on the effects of a single building
(the Pentagon) on the flow field, chemical tracer transport, and dispersion. A unique
aspect is the use of two higher-resolution scanning Doppler lidars with overlapping and
synchronized scan patterns that work together, providing detailed data with 100-m res-
olution. Moreover, the Madison Square Garden field experiment [18] in New York City
addresses its goal in cities with tall skyscrapers. They found that the mean wind speed and
direction on the tops of tall downtown buildings are approximately equal to those near
the surface at a nearby airport, but the mean wind speed is three times larger than that at
street level. The HEAT program [19], conducted in Houston, Texas during the summer of
2005, mainly collected electrical data from the National Lightning Detection Network and
a lightning-mapping system (LDAR II), and atmospheric variables such as temperature,
moisture, winds, and aerosol from balloon-borne soundings, tethered atmospheric observa-
tion systems, and wind profilers, as well as mobile sounding units, airborne instruments,
and three Doppler radar devices.

Similar field observation experiments were conducted in France, the UK, Switzerland,
and Japan. The ESCOMPTE program [20], conducted in the Marseilles-Berre area in the
south of France during Summer 2001, covered an area of 120 × 120 km. By utilizing surface
measurement networks, remote sensing, and ship-borne, balloon-borne, and airplane
measurements, the mean standard meteorological parameters and turbulent fluxes, ozone,
ozone precursors, photochemically active trace gases, and aerosols were measured, and
a database was therefore established. The CAPITOUL experiment [21], in the city of
Toulouse in Southwest France, was conducted for one year from February 2004. Focusing
on the urban climate, it revealed that the urban surface energy balance differs between
summer and winter, while the city impacts the boundary layer when an urban breeze is
observed. Aiming at improving the understanding of the physical processes affecting the
street- and neighborhood-scale flow of air, traffic, and people, the DAPPLE project [22] was
conducted at the intersection of Marylebone Road and Gloucester Place, London, in 2003.
Data included the mean and turbulent winds at the intersection, carbon monoxide and
nitrogen dioxide, traffic flow and composition, as well as personal exposure measurements
of PM2.5, ultrafine particle counts, etc.

With respect to the urban meteorological observation networks in China, they have
been developed and generally matured in the three major urban clusters, i.e., Beijing–
Tianjin–Hebei, the Yangtze River Delta, and the Pearl River Delta. In addition to aiding
scientific research, these observation networks also effectively support the forecasts of
urban meteorology and transportation meteorology, as well as the decision making of
associated departments [31,32].

In the area of Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei, scientific experiments in the Study of Urban
Impacts on Rainfall and Fog/Haze (SURF) were conducted during 2014–2019, among which
there were three main observational experiments [33]. Two of them focused on the summer
thunderstorm processes (July–August 2015 and July–September 2016) to study the effects of
urbanization on precipitation-triggering mechanisms, movement, and intensity. The other
experiment focused on the winter haze (November 2015–January 2016) to study aerosol
sources and processes of transportation and transformation. In this area, 1992 automatic
weather stations were utilized, and the meteorological data were collected every 5 min.
Radiosondes were launched twice-daily at 0000 and 1200 UTC, with additional soundings
at 0600 UTC during flood seasons at the Nanjiao site. Based on existing operational
instruments, the planetary boundary layer network was augmented with 5 wind profilers,
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1 scanning Doppler lidar, 2 aerosol micropulse lidar, and 10 ceilometers. The turbulent flux
and associated meteorological data were collected at the towers in Beijing and Tianjin. Based
on these combined observations, the hockey-stick transition turbulence–wind relationships
over the urban canopies [34,35] have been confirmed, which describes the roles of non-local
large coherent turbulence eddies during turbulence intensity and mean wind speed under
near-neutral conditions.

As for the Yangtze River Delta region, an urban meteorological and environmental
meteorological observation network has been formed, consisting of transportation meteorol-
ogy, urban environmental meteorology, ecological meteorology, agricultural meteorology,
marine meteorology, climate resources, drought monitoring, lightning monitoring, hydrom-
eteorology, and some other specialized observation systems. Aiming at extensive urban
meteorological observations for megacities, Shanghai has built a combined ground-based
and space-based system named Shanghai’s Urban Integrated Meteorological Observation
Network (SUIMON) [30]. By utilizing a dense observation network and various instrument
types, the network collects wind, temperature, humidity, rain, and pressure every 1 min,
and it has extended the observation to the vertical plane, thus providing a four-dimensional
dataset of the area. A high frequency of severe convective precipitation events was found
over the urban area and the mouth of the Yangtze River, which matches well with the
spatial distribution of cloud-to-ground flash density. Suzhou has also constructed an urban
heat island monitoring network for urban heat island-associated investigations. It was
found that when the tree cover rate reached 40%, the daily average concentration of major
air pollutants in the urban area decreases significantly [36]. In Hangzhou, a comprehensive
detection system for compound atmospheric pollution has been established with a full
range of detection items. Results show that the most recent decade of urban development
in Hangzhou substantially reduced the atmospheric diffusion, and pollutant concentrations
rose quickly in the urban area [37]. In Nanjing and Hefei, city-wide traffic visibility moni-
toring networks have been constructed for urban transportation meteorological services.

In the urban cluster of the Pearl River Delta, a comprehensive urban meteorological
observation system has been developed, including a dense network of ground-based
automatic stations, a variety of ground-based remote sensing equipment (e.g., wind profile
radar, aerosol radar, and Doppler radar), a network of urban atmospheric composition
monitoring stations, and a Global Positioning System/Meteorology (GPS/MET) water
vapor monitoring network. Taking Shenzhen as an example, a generally complete urban
meteorological disaster monitoring system has been formed since 1994, as well as a climate
monitoring system [38]. Over the last few decades, the Shenzhen Urban Meteorological
Observing Network (SUMON) has been developed comprehensively, with its spatial and
temporal resolutions reaching 3.5 km and 1 min, respectively.

In addition, the meteorological observation towers also provide important support in
the study of urban boundary layer physics and the atmospheric environment, as well as
in the observation and monitoring of transportation meteorological-related elements. For
instance, the 325-m flux tower (39◦58′ N, 116◦22′ E) at the Institute of Atmospheric Physics
in Beijing, the 255-m flux tower (39◦06′ N, 117◦10′ E) at the Tianjin Meteorological Service
in Tianjin, and the 356-m flux tower (22◦40′ N, 113◦54′ E) at the Shiyan Meteorological
Observatory in Shenzhen provide diversified and solid foundations for local urban mete-
orological observations [39–41]. Databases of turbulent and gradient wind, temperature,
and humidity are obtained at different layers, favoring more comprehensive studies of
turbulent statistic characteristics and turbulent fluxes over the urban areas, as well as their
synoptic and climatological features [42–44].

In recent years, via ground-based remote sensing techniques including wind profilers,
microwave radiometers, and laser lidar, etc., three-dimensional observations of atmospheric
temperature, humidity, wind field, water condensate, and aerosol have been well observed
to enrich the local urban observation networks in several megacities and to further enhance
the usage of these thermal and dynamic factors in numerical models [45]. Moreover,
it is suggested that the effective combination of this equipment would help to obtain
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atmospheric profiles with higher spatial and temporal resolutions, which is also to be
further developed in the future.

In general, during the construction of urban meteorological observation networks such
as the abovementioned ones, the characteristics and development directions have been
proposed to include five aspects [30]: multiple platforms, multiple variables, multiple scales,
multiple linkages, and multiple functions. Detailed information is provided in Figure 1. In
simple terms, the multiple platforms detecting multiple variables and considering multiple
scales are to compose the comprehensive observation network via multiple linkages, which
ultimately serve the users with multiple functions.
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vation network.

2.2. Urban Meteorological Outfield Observation Experiments

From the end of the last century to the beginning of this century, a series of large-scale
outfield observation experiments have been successfully explored throughout the world,
focusing on plenty of topics, among which the urban boundary layer meteorology and
urban air pollution are two important and popular aspects [46]. In Beijing, China, the Beijing
City Atmospheric Pollution Observation Field Experiment (BECAPEX, 2001–2003) and the
Beijing Urban Boundary Layer Experiment (BUBLEX, 2004–2005) have been implemented
to obtain three-dimensional structure integrated images of Beijing’s atmospheric dynamics
and chemical process [47]. More details have also been included, such as urban observations
of the boundary layer, rainstorm adaptability, complex terrain and atmospheric circulation,
flux and energy balance, as well as the urban thermal environment [48]. Associated
studies have revealed that the air pollution in Beijing usually comes from local sources,
but the sources in the vicinity also have a prominent influence [49]. Nanjing City has also
carried out several experiments (e.g., periods in 2004 and 2006) with urban boundary layer
observations to investigate the urban mixed layer, convective entrainment zone, and cloud
feedback processes via LIDAR (Light Detection and Ranging), radiosonde, meteorological
towers, turbulence measurements, and many other techniques [50–52], based on which the
transition features of the mixed layer and the entrainment zone over Nanjing City have been
revealed by comparison between urban and suburban areas. During the past decade, the
urban meteorological observation experiments have been mainly focused on the research
of high-impact weather mechanisms and their mitigation countermeasures, on the urban
effects on weather and climate, and on the mutual feedback between urban aerosols and
weather climate [53]. Meanwhile, the observation scope has been expanded from a single
city in the past to multiple cities (city clusters and metropolitan areas) nowadays. These
investigations could assist cities in facing, detecting, and discussing hazards such as storm
surges, flooding, heatwaves, and air pollution episodes, especially in the changing climate.
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There are also downscaling outfield experiments conducted. For instance, Sun Yat-
sen University carried out an urban climate experiment in 2016–2017 in the suburbs of
Guangzhou on a reduced scale [54]. The experimental site covered an area of 4800 m2,
which was far from surrounding buildings and had an impermeable surface. Two ideal
street valley models were composed of roughly 2000 concrete building models, each
with a height of 1.2 m, a width of 0.5 m, and a wall thickness of 1.5 cm. The effects
of building heat capacities and street aspect ratios on the turbulence and temperature
spatiotemporal characteristics of two-dimensional street valleys were investigated through
outfield experiments under the typical non-stationary real meteorological conditions.

Moreover, through these outfield experiments on urban and transportation meteorol-
ogy, the associated air pollution and source emission regarding PM2.5, CO, SO2, O3, and
even various heavy metals were also analyzed to investigate their spatial and temporal
distributions and developing trends [55,56]. Studies have also revealed that, in winter,
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) including benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene
(BTEX) could mainly be attributed to urban transportation, posing hazards for human
health [57,58]. At the same time, corresponding assessments of health risks related to
human exposure to urban transportation pollution and emissions are also currently under
investigation using the databases from multiple experiments [59,60].

2.3. Urban Transportation Meteorological Monitoring System

Since the 1980s, the Standing International Road Weather Commission (SIRWEC)
has been established worldwide by several countries to carry out studies on winter road
weather predictions, winter road treatment methods, the Road Weather Information Sys-
tem (RWIS), and the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). The frequent information
exchange and technology sharing among members have promoted the development of
urban transportation meteorology to a great extent in various countries [61].

In China, transportation meteorological monitoring mainly started in 2005, which
is relatively late compared to developed countries [62]. At the early stage, it mostly
focused on the highways outside of cities, while less attention has been paid to urban
transportation [63,64]. At present, meteorological monitoring along urban transportation
lines is being vigorously developed, and automatic meteorological monitoring stations have
been deployed along the major roads. However, such monitoring equipment arrangements
are still not sufficient; they are unevenly distributed, with little coverage in many provinces,
especially in mountainous areas [65]. There is currently an urgent requirement to further
increase and construct urban transportation meteorological stations [66].

In addition, remote sensing techniques have been widely used and have allowed
effective progress in urban transportation meteorological monitoring applications due to
the improvement in quantification precision, wide monitoring range, fast update time, and
relatively low cost [67]. For instance, the unmanned aerial vehicle for remote sensing has
such advantages as real-time measurement (wireless communication transmission), flexi-
bility (fixed or mobile stations), high resolution (horizontally 3–5 m and vertically ~1 m),
cost-effectiveness, etc., and can gather information in dangerous environments without
any risk to flight crews, providing a powerful supplement for spaceborne remote sensing
and airborne remote sensing [68]. Such technology has been increasingly used in obtain-
ing spatial data, e.g., the conventional meteorological elements and urban transportation
flow [69,70]. These improvements provide fundamental support for the implementation of
the real-time monitoring of roads [71].

On the other hand, the usage of Internet of Things technology, which transmits data
among multiple pieces of equipment via the internet in near-real time, provides an effective
channel for the combination of meteorological information and urban transportation de-
rived from multiple sensors [72–74]. By means of the automatic and timely communication
between different equipment, it has generally realized the construction of urban trans-
portation meteorological monitoring frameworks and plays a crucial role in the business
operation of transportation management and emergency management [75,76]. Taking
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the Beijing Municipal Commission of Transportation as an example, based on the project
titled “The internet of things application demonstration project of maintaining road traf-
fic unblocked in extreme meteorological conditions”, under the framework of the first
batch of Internet of Things projects in Beijing, the meteorological information obtained
by meteorological sensors is combined with transportation information, with schemes of
prediction and early warning proposed regarding the depth of waterlogging, snow cover,
ice formation, visibility, and others [77]. It has been successfully attempted and plays an
important role in road transportation management under complex weather conditions [78].
Moreover, the Wuxi Meteorological Bureau of Jiangsu Province has also deployed Internet
of Things-based urban waterlogging monitoring stations at some specific locations on
main traffic roads [79]. Subsequently, a system of urban waterlogging monitoring and
early warning has been constructed, realizing the automated, digitalized, and refined
real-time online management of urban transportation meteorological conditions, especially
the waterlogging risk [80].

With respect to rail-based urban transportation, based on sufficient experience in
event prevention and emergency disposal, the Shanghai Urban Rail Transportation and
Shanghai Meteorological Service Center jointly developed the Shanghai Rail Transportation
Meteorological Assistant Decision-Making System in 2020, using the basic geographic data,
observations, and monitoring information of local automatic weather stations within the
Shanghai Meteorological Bureau. The real-time monitoring and risk warning of urban trans-
portation meteorological disasters, as well as other functions, are therefore achieved [81].
In general, the system mainly consists of six main sections: a central map, risk warning,
weather forecasts, impact, early warning information, and extreme weather statistics. By
adopting technologically advanced monitoring methods and obtaining timely and effective
early warning information, the meteorological risks of rail-based urban transportation
could be “moved forward”, building a solid foundation for improved operational urban
rail transportation safety.

3. Urban Transportation Meteorological Early Warning and Forecast

The early warning and forecasting of urban transportation meteorology is closely
related to the development of urban smart transportation, transportation planning, city
management, and the improvement of citizen life. Previous studies [82] have pointed out
that the existing issues needing to be addressed for the user mainly include street and
channel wind speeds, precipitation and its phase state, road surface conditions, surface
observation representativeness, refined forecasting (e.g., at the road scale), road surface
temperature and visibility etc. In recent years, researchers have conducted diverse investi-
gations on urban transportation meteorology in the field of smart cities based on a variety
of statistical analysis techniques.

Silva et al. [83] pointed out that a precise weather forecast is one of the most crucial
aspects in urban transportation and smart city big data analysis, which provides the un-
derlying design basis for safe construction and production and stable system operation.
Lu et al. [84] proposed to collect and analyze severe weather data reported on social media,
and to use regression-based early warning models to estimate the urban transportation
conditions. This could assist in urban transportation perception, forecasting, early warning,
and decision-making, with intuitive visualization solutions. Wessel [85] statistically ana-
lyzes the impact of different weather phenomena on the cycling population, including not
only the real-time weather conditions but also weather forecasts, especially regarding cloud,
rainfall, snow, and thunderstorms, etc. They have a variety of leading or lagging impacts on
the number of cyclists, which could be analyzed and obtained via statistical methodologies.
The corresponding results could be beneficial for the formulation and promotion of policies
in urban transportation planning and civilization construction. Taking the factors of sea-
sons and weekday/non-working days into consideration, Simunek and Smutny [86] have
established a transportation speed prediction conceptual model for lead times of within
1 week, combining meteorological elements such as air temperature, wind direction, wind
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speed, humidity, air pressure, and cloud cover, etc. It enriches the high-quality prediction
of the urban transportation information, and it especially has a significant improvement
effect on the estimation of arrival times and could aid the intelligent transportation system
and urban transportation prediction.

Currently, artificial intelligence theories such as machine learning are flourishing,
which brings not only new opportunities but also challenges to the field of urban trans-
portation meteorology. Researchers are also trying to adopt relevant theories and techniques
to explore the laws behind various meteorological phenomena [87]. In particular, deep
learning models, with their high robustness and strong nonlinearity, have been widely used
in the field of meteorological forecasting, including extrapolation forecasting of elements
such as temperature and precipitation, multivariate statistical forecast modeling, and nu-
merical model product applications, and also in urban transportation meteorological early
warning and forecasting [88–90]. Some cases for nowcasting and predictions of short-term
and even longer timescales are provided as follows.

For nowcasting and short-term urban transportation meteorological predictions,
Jia et al. [91] introduced the precipitation factor into the deep neural network and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) methods, achieving a more accurate prediction of urban
transportation flow than the raw deep learning networks. Nagy and Simon [92] have also
demonstrated that both weather forecasts and their seasonal effects have important impacts
on the prediction of urban transportation. Intelligent integrations of various temporal and
spatial elements, such as weather, season, weekday/non-weekday, random events, and
road conditions, could effectively improve the prediction of nonlinear transportation flows
via deep learning frameworks such as the convolutional neural network (CNN) and LSTM.
On this basis, Lee and Min [93] have constructed a Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent
Neural Network (LSTM-RNN) model for urban transportation prediction using hourly
observations and forecasts of temperature and precipitation, as well as the characteristics
of urban activities affecting transportation operations. The model has been attempted and
examined in Seoul, South Korea, and is demonstrated to be effective in improving the accu-
racy of urban transportation prediction. Moreover, Ali et al. [94] successfully established
a deep hybrid neural network prediction model for urban transportation flow by using
weather reality and forecasts as external factors affecting urban transportation flow, to-
gether with the spatiotemporal characteristics of daily urban transportation. Deb et al. [95]
made full use of various deep learning methods to statistically analyze the time series
correlations between weather status changes and transportation congestion magnitudes,
and afterwards they conducted prediction experiments on transportation congestion by
using regression analysis on the weather factors, which hence effectively improved the
prediction ability regarding the urban transportation time. Based on the four situational
factors of weather, season, weekday/non-weekday, and holiday/non-holiday, Ma et al. [96]
constructed a daily urban transportation flow prediction model with a convolutional re-
current neural network and experimentally demonstrated the effectiveness and stability
of the established scheme. Considering the nonlinear characteristics of traffic flow and
the complex spatiotemporal correlations between transportation and weather, Nigam and
Srivastava [97] defined a soft time threshold to capture the long-term impact of weather
elements on transportation flow and proposed a hybrid CNN-LSTM model, which is ca-
pable of efficiently learning and predicting the transportation speed and flow issues in
smart transportation operation and management. Tukymbekov et al. [98,99] designed an
intelligent autonomous street light system based on the LSTM network using forecasts of
weather and solar radiation, achieving the adaptive adjustment of the lighting system to
effectively reduce energy consumption and serving urban transportation in a stable and
safe manner. Moreover, with a weather-based transportation analysis method, Nasser and
Simon [100] studied the relationship between transportation flow and weather factors at
different frequencies and time intervals. It helps to reasonably determine and estimate the
transportation flow under different meteorological conditions and to develop intelligent
urban transportation systems in the construction of smart cities.
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In addition, at longer timescales, based on urban transportation networks, social
statistics, human flow data, and calendar data, as well as meteorological elements such
as rainfall, snow, temperature, wind, etc., Zhou [101] simulated the correlation between
the abovementioned factors and transportation events through deep learning algorithms,
which helps to predict the frequency of possible accidents with cross-domain datasets
and contributes to emergency management and decision-making in relevant departments.
Furthermore, Ryu et al. [102] have constructed a time- and weather-aware deep learning
neural network model with multiple modules using refined weather forecasts. It produces
generally reliable and comprehensive long-term urban transportation condition predictions
and effectively facilitates long-term urban transportation planning and management.

4. Commercial Services of Urban Transportation Meteorology

In the early 20th century, commercial meteorological services began to emerge world-
wide and have been well developed, such as the numerical forecasts of the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts [103,104], the marine meteorological navigation of
the United States, the aviation meteorological services of Japan and New Zealand, and the
transportation meteorological services of the United Kingdom and Finland [105,106]. At
the beginning of the 21st century, several countries, including the United States, the United
Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Japan, and Singapore, etc., had already carried out
the practice of smart transportation in the construction of smart cities and achieved prac-
tical success [107,108]. In October 2011, the United States National Weather Service of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration installed multifunctional sensors on
over 2000 passenger buses in New York. As the bus moves, data on temperature, humidity,
and light levels can be collected every 10 s along the route, which are then immediately
transmitted back to the National Weather Service center. Afterwards, the center integrates the
collected meteorological, geographic, and many other types of data with official surveys. The
natural disaster data network is also merged to capture the keys, to generate early warning
system information, and to provide transportation meteorological services [109]. In 2014,
Chicago launched the installation of street light sensors to collect urban pavement informa-
tion and to detect meteorological data on temperature and wind. Using Internet of Things
technology, all these sources are digitally connected, detected, analyzed, and integrated to
allow the practical application of the intelligent transportation concept and to contribute to
the construction and development of smart cities [110]. To date, a number of states in the
United States have successively established regional transportation meteorological monitor-
ing and forecasting systems, which provide real-time forecasts on transportation factors such
as pavement temperature according to their respective road conditions [111,112].

As for China, in recent years, with the progress of meteorological monitoring, early
warning and forecasting systems, as well as the rapid development of transportation-
associated construction, the meteorological department has developed rapidly in terms
of the research and application of transportation meteorological business [113]. In fact,
according to the Chinese Ministry of Public Security’s statistics, severe weather conditions
account for nearly 40% of transportation accidents and roughly 65% of direct economic
losses [114,115]. The CMA officially carried out a survey on the hidden risks of transporta-
tion meteorological hazards in 31 provinces during 2013–2015 by means of questionnaire
distribution, on-the-spot investigation, and expert evaluation [116]. After quality con-
trol, a nationwide transportation meteorological disaster risk census database was then
constructed, containing geographic information associated with hidden risks, meteoro-
logical information for observation, early warning, and prediction, accident information
on transportation under certain disaster conditions, etc., favoring the establishment of
a corresponding business system for early warning and forecasting [117]. Combining
automation and human–computer interaction, transportation meteorological disaster early
warning service products focusing on four high-impact meteorological elements, including
low visibility, strong wind, heavy precipitation, and freezing rain and snow, would be
generated for lead times of 3 days [118,119].
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Moreover, meteorological departments and commercial companies in various provinces
have also cooperated with transportation departments to jointly carry out research and
development on a series of specific service products and platforms. For instance, the Key
Laboratory of Transportation Meteorology of the China Meteorological Administration
and the Nanjing Joint Institute for Atmospheric Sciences (formerly known as the Jiangsu
Institute of Meteorological Sciences) have conducted investigations on the establishment of
a transportation meteorological information service system and on the distributed trans-
portation meteorological information sharing technology based on a web service, which
is an early practice in smart city construction [120]. The Hebei Meteorological Service
Center has also carried out research on data quality control methods for the monitoring
of transportation conditions in Hebei Province, which provides accuracy assessments for
the local transportation meteorological service business [121]. In Guangdong Province,
Foshan has actively set up a large database of transportation meteorology, which integrates
multi-source data to monitor the whole transportation flow and to optimize the route
plan system [122]. From a broader perspective, the CMA Public Meteorological Service
Center, the Huafeng Meteorological Media Group, and some other departments have also
focused on transportation meteorology, including monitoring data fusion, road inversion
algorithms, applied meteorological forecasting, as well as service system construction,
and have achieved great progress [123]. A corresponding transportation meteorological
service system platform combining information on transportation and meteorology is
therefore established for decision-making and for specific users from multiple fields of
traffic management, map navigation, logistics distribution, autopilot, Internet of Vehicles,
vehicle–road collaboration, and many others [124,125].

Beijing, as the center of China from many perspectives, including culture, science,
education, and international communication, has developed a generally complete frame-
work for urban transportation meteorological services. The Beijing Municipal Commission
of Transport and the Beijing Meteorological Bureau have cooperated closely to provide
professional, refined, and targeted transportation meteorological services for associated
departments, enterprises, and the public based on the intelligent grid forecast system [126].
They mainly focus on the safe operation of meteorological safeguard services through the
development of professional meteorological monitoring and specific forecast products, as
well as the construction of multifunctional service platforms. In addition, according to
the demand of the Beijing Traffic Management Bureau for guiding and maintaining the
transportation order on the city’s roads, it is critical to determine and release the road
closure standards when visibility levels of less than 50 m are observed [127]. However,
the current refined monitoring techniques cannot reach this criterion; thus, they need to
be further strengthened at the later stage of research and development, especially in the
application of technologies such as real-time remote sensing and image recognition [128].

From a broader perspective, such as a national one, documents from multiple depart-
ments have proposed the task of developing smart transportation meteorological service
demonstration [129,130]. In practical procedures, based on the vigorous development
of artificial intelligence and computer technology, the role of deep learning algorithms
such as deep neural networks is becoming increasingly prominent in urban transportation
meteorological services, such as real-time monitoring and early warning systems [9]. In
general, the implementation of deep learning in smart urban transportation meteorology
could be separated mainly into three steps/subsystems: (1) data collection, storage, and
query; (2) construction of an intelligent recognition algorithm; and (3) identification of the
urban transportation meteorological risk. Corresponding measures are further described in
detail in Figure 2.
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5. Discussion

In the present era, a new round of scientific and technological revolution and in-
dustrial change is accelerating worldwide, in addition to Chinese social and economic
development. It brings new strategic opportunities to the regional construction of urban
transportation. With the construction progress of smart cities and modern transportation,
targeted transportation meteorological monitoring, forecasting, and early warning systems
are significantly ameliorating the problems of urban road resource shortages and traffic
congestion, playing an important role in the construction of smart urban transportation.
Nevertheless, in the context of intensified global warming, extreme meteorological events
are becoming increasingly frequent, including dense fog, low visibility, heavy precipitation,
extreme temperatures, and other analogous phenomena, which pose severe threats to
the operation of urban transportation and associated services [131]. It has drawn much
attention in recent decades, and there are still plenty of issues to be resolved in improv-
ing the emergency meteorological services and developing targeted urban transportation
meteorological services in modern cities. These involve the research, development, and
transformation of a new generation of meteorological service systems, but also cooperation
among multiple departments and their own internal business adjustments.

In brief, the in-depth development of urban transportation meteorological services
and the corresponding advancement of both theoretical and technological explorations are
of great significance to improve the construction of smart cities and modern transportation.
Hence, the following perceptions and discussions are to be proposed based on the above
review and analyses.

(1) With the rapid development of observation facilities and methodologies, equipment
such as radar, satellite, microwave radiometers, unmanned aerial vehicles, and mobile
observations would further enrich the existing urban transportation meteorological ob-
servation system. The in-depth and effective integration of multi-source observations
is favorable to establish a more comprehensive and more reliable urban transporta-
tion meteorological observation big data system with higher spatial and temporal
resolutions. This would help to further reveal the spatiotemporal distribution and
variation characteristics of urban transportation meteorology-associated factors and
to provide solid support with a database for more accurate and effective forecasts and
early warnings.
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(2) Thus far, numerical weather prediction models have become the most important tool
for meteorological forecasts around the world, which discretize the dynamical and
physical equations of the atmosphere. Increasingly, operational business agencies
have begun to develop a series of global numerical models with high spatial and
temporal resolutions, generating more complete forecast systems. In this context, the
quality of numerical forecast products has been continuously improved, with the
product sources also being continuously expanded. However, their applications in the
field of transportation meteorology, especially urban transportation meteorology, are
still relatively lacking. The corresponding refinement and postprocessing of the model
outputs are important scientific and technical issues that need to be investigated.

(3) Along with the recent advancement of machine learning, plenty of complex but effi-
cient deep learning models (a branch of machine learning and artificial intelligence)
are nowadays emerging in an endless stream and they have been considered as core
technologies in many fields. However, many of them have not yet been timely and
effectively applied in the field of meteorology, especially urban transportation meteo-
rology, which needs extensive and in-depth experiments and analyses. At the same
time, facing specific application scenarios such as urban transportation meteorology, it
is always necessary to construct targeted, high-resolution meteorological observation
datasets based on multi-source observation systems and collaborative observation
experiments, which could give full play to the advantages of artificial intelligence’s
nonlinearity in data modeling and generate more reasonable and more accurate urban
transportation meteorological forecast and early warning products.

(4) With regard to the different meteorological conditions and elements, they certainly
tend to result in different impacts on urban transportation due to their different
mechanisms of onset, development, and retreat. Respective research and development
towards their optimal observation schemes, forecasts, and early warning technologies
are necessary to predict the impacts of various meteorological conditions and complex
weather events on all aspects of urban transportation in advance and to ultimately
provide stable and reliable safeguarding services.

In summary, advances in meteorological observations and numerical models, as well
as many other aspects, would bring great progress to urban transportation meteorology.
Meanwhile, with the advantages of the vast range of data-driven statistical models and
artificial intelligence frameworks, the urban transportation meteorological forecast and
early warning system could also be continuously improved and optimized, providing
a solid scientific foundation and high application value for the efficient prevention and
mitigation of disasters and the high-quality construction of smart city transportation.
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